


Ladder legs are angled giving them full
contact with the floor.
 - Cap ends of ladder are welded shut to
     reduce wear.

Tray-type top with raised edges help 
contain product.

Extra wide steps are welded and 
bolted in place.
 - Fitted with non-slip tape for safety.

Standard Aluminum Ladder Carts 
 - Lighter and easier to maneuver.

contact with the floor.
 - Cap ends of ladder are welded shut to
     reduce wear.

50061 - tray top

99640 - smooth top

Stock and pick with ease using our versatile Ladder Carts.  

Our unique continuous grip handle is extended to provide 

support when ascending and descending the ladder, with 

a reach bar across the top for worker safety while pulling 

product.  Extra-wide steps are welded, and bolted in place 

and fitted with non-slip tape.  

Heavy duty spring-loaded ladder is equipped with angled 

legs that provide full contact with the floor for stability.  

Legs are capped and welded to reduce wear before fitted 

with a rubber grip.

Our Ladder Carts are constructed of heavy duty, lightweight aluminum; 
Minimizing user fatigue and guaranteed to never rust or corrode.

Watch A Brief
Product Demo



Speci� cally designed 
to accommodate the 
customer’s hanging 
organizers.

Accessorize
•  Scanner Holder
•  Cup Holder
•  Customized Bin

Folding Ladder
• Ladder secures in place when not in use!
• Smaller foot print for easier picking.
• Large top step for stability.

Speci� cally designed 
to accommodate the 
customer’s hanging 

DWG99548

DWG52008

DWG51582

Take it to the NEXT LEVEL
With New Age CUSTOMIZATION.
Create your own standards with a New Age Custom product, built to meet your specific needs.  

Whether you have a custom tote, bin, or product you need accommodated, require a non-

standard size, shelf configuration or braking system, we can help you design the perfect cart for 

your facility. Designing the perfect workstation for your employees can increase productivity, 

help alleviate fatigue and provide additional safety in the workplace.  The New Age Custom 

Design Team is here to help create the ideal product for your situation.

“Don’t Compromise...Customize.”



DWG50626

DWG50111 DWG50064 DWG99699

DWG50051 DWG50984

Take workflow efficiency to the next level, by designing a cart that meets your needs and 
adding accessories to keep work environments organized and necessary tools at hand. 

Take your stocking system to the NEXT LEVEL.
Start today by filling out a Custom Item Request Form.


